Recently elected as new freshman class officers are Ken Kalloway, president; Dan McMorrow, vice-president; Karen Sweeney, secretary, and Joe McCarthy, treasurer (not present).

Freshman Class Officers
WED., OCT. 21
Marketing Club Pumpkin Sale—9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin, lower level.
Center Grove Community Center Information Booth—9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin 217.
Center Grove Community Center Information Booth—9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin lower level.
WTC: Meeting—4 p.m., McDermott 14.
Prayer Meeting—9:30 p.m., Guzman Chapel.
THURS., OCT. 22
Center Grove Community Center Information Booth—10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin lower level.
Marketing Club Pumpkins Sale—9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin lower level.
Marketing Club Pumpkins Sale—9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Slavin lower level.
Alembic—PC Literary Journal—7 p.m., Library lower level. All are welcome.
Bog Coffee House—8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., Last Resort.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29 — Aquinas Chapel
9 a.m.-4 p.m., Slavin '64 Hall.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30 — 64 Hall, Slavin Center
7:30 p.m., “Hopes, Dreams, and Realities: Ten Years of Co-Education at Providence College.” Panel Discussion featuring PC alumni. Multi-media presentation. “10” (an anniversary slide show), Reception.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31 — Alumni Hall
1:00 p.m. — Convocation—10” (an anniversary slide show).

Peterson Recreation Center
2:00 p.m. — Laying of cornerstone. Open House, Champagne Reception.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1. Detected
2. Encourage
3. Hindu
4. Latin
column
5. Refund
6. Lane
7. 12 p.m.
8. Connect
9. Gaze
10. Pigs
11. Cause
12. Article
13. Sprinkles
14. Russian city
15. Western
16. tofu
17. Before
18. Danish land
19. Refund
20. Stubborn
21. Princess
22. Brothel
23. Conspiracy
24. Sidewalk
25. Common
26. Young girl
27. Author
28. Showers
29. Womanish
30. Hebrew
31. Don
32. Silver
33. Cloth
34. Coal weights
35. Quaver
36. Three-toed
37. Goal
38. Three-toed
39. Goal
40. Silver
41. Cloth
42. Coal weights
43. Hebrew
44. Silver
45. Cloth
46. Coal weights
62. Hindu
302. Sheik
60. Dollar
20. Uncle
19. Mountain
18. Danish land
17. Russian city
16. Western
15. Refund
14. Russian city
13. Sprinkles
12. Article
11. Cause
10. Article
9. Before
8. Pigs
7. Cause
6. Article
5. Before
4. Russian city
3. Western
2. Russian city
1. Western
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Celebration Coming Up
10th Anniversary Of Co-education at PC

By Peggy Hogan

The plans have just been finalized for a unique kind of PC celebration. The year 1981 marks the 10th anniversary of co-education at Providence College, the 155th year of the Very Rev. Thomas Peterson's presidency and the Development of Western Civilization program. An additional landmark for 1981 is the opening of the Peterson Recreation Center. Each of the anniversaries will be celebrated from October 28 to 31 along with the formal dedication of the fieldhouse.

 Appropriately, the four day program of events is being called "10: A Providence College Anniversary Celebration. Under the chairmanship of Dr. Rene Fortin, the director of Western Civilization, the anniversary committee has been working since June coordinating the events. Others on the committee are Rev. Stuart J. McPhail O.P., Rev. Gerard J. O'Leary O.P., Dr. Terrie Curran, professor of English, Ann Manchester, director of public information; Rev. Thomas R. Peterson O.P., David Corcoran, economics major from Norwell, Mass.; and Dave Mikula, '83.

Here is a sneak preview of the upcoming anniversary events. On Wednesday, October 28, there will be cocktails and a buffet for faculty members followed by "10," a special anniversary slide show. The 4:30 mass in Aquinas Chapel on Thursday officially starts the celebrations. Rev. Francis B. Augustine, S.J., bishop of Norwich, will be the principal celebrant.

Thursday evening at 5 p.m., the PC Theater Department will be presenting a double feature showing of "The King and I" and "The Philadelphia Story" on Wednesday night, starting at 8 p.m. in '68 Hall.
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Corporate representatives were Joe Corradino, Christine Magnier, Mary Lavery, Kevin McCarthy and Dottie Manning.

In discussing their plans for future class events, Kalloway stated that they are still in the planning stage and learning what they will and will not be able to do. Kalloway hopes that in the near future they will be able to present a series of events which will bring the class closer together and prevent the weekend exodus that is becoming more and more common as the year goes on.

Realizing that the drinking age is a critical problem affecting the class, Kalloway stated that they have no choice but to go with non-alcoholic events. Other alternatives being explored include the possibility of trips to Connecticut and New York. Kalloway also stated that he would like to see some members of the class become involved. The class officers as well as the representatives are more than willing to listen to suggestions that others might have.

Philadelphia Story" on Wednesday night, starting at 8 p.m. in '68 Hall.

Corporation representative Jon McGuire reported that a search committee has been formed to fill the position of Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, vice president of academic affairs. The new vice president is scheduled to take office on July 1, 1982.

Dillon Club reported that Michelle Love was appointed as their secretary to a position left vacant this fall. Bids for the Harvest Ball, to be held on October 30, are on sale this week for $25 in the Dillon Club office.

The Class of 1981 reported that the Miller Brewing Company will be sponsoring a wrist wrestling competition at their mixer on Friday evening, November 6.

Sean Sullivan announced that the Class of 1984 officers and representatives have chosen a core committee for their Junior Ring Weekend. The class is planning an excursion to a club called Hun tlin's, or Showcase South, in Connecticut on Saturday evening, October 31. At the close of the meeting, Liz Flynn, Student Congress treasurer, reported that Congress has purchased a clock for their new club office. Congress has purchased a clock for their new club office.

The Class of 1983 reported that they will be sponsoring a wrist wrestling competition at their mixer on Friday evening, November 6.

Sean Sullivan announced that the Class of 1984 officers and representatives have chosen a core committee for their Junior Ring Weekend. The class is planning an excursion to a club called Hun tlin's, or Showcase South, in Connecticut on Saturday evening, October 31. At the close of the meeting, Liz Flynn, Student Congress treasurer, reported that Congress has purchased a clock for their new club office. Congress has purchased a clock for their new club office.

Philadelphia Story" on Wednesday night, starting at 8 p.m. in '68 Hall.
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Realizing that the drinking age is a critical problem affecting the class, Kalloway stated that they have no choice but to go with non-alcoholic events. Other alternatives being explored include the possibility of trips to Connecticut and New York. Kalloway also stated that he would like to see some members of the class become involved. The class officers as well as the representatives are more than willing to listen to suggestions that others might have.
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French Culture PC Style

By Beth Ann Saleses

If culture is what you want, culture is what you will get with the French Club. Although the French Club is not as well known as the Board of Governors, the club offers an entirely different calendar of events.

Andrea Delasanta, '82, is the French Club president and Madame Ferguson, of the language department, is the coordinator. Delasanta commented on the many events the club is offering. An international buffet will be held Tuesday, Nov. 4, in Slavin Center, from 12:30 p.m. The club is also planning a number of field trips to international movies at the Avon Cinema, different plays, museums, and in the spring, a trip to Montreal.

There are 25 members in the French Club and Delasanta says more are welcome. One does not have to speak French to belong. Meetings are held every two weeks and signs are posted to tell when and where.

Theatre Department

Events on the Horizon

By Cathy Smith

News from the Providence College theater department.

Last week the theater faculty sent a proposal for the renovation of Harkins Hall auditorium to the college administration.

The plan, spread over five years, consists of the theater group's priorities for expanding the auditorium and buying new equipment. On Sept. 1, the department was given the space where the old Harkins bookstore was.

According to the director of the theater program, John Garrity, "Our goal is to have either a rehearsal or a play almost every night of the coming year."

In addition to moving from the basement of Sienna Hall to Harkins Hall, the theater department is preparing for the Shakespearean Festival for Oct. 29. Future plans scheduled are five plays (three of which are with the festival) and four music concerts. The fine arts committee of the Board of Governors will be bringing the American Repertory Theater on Nov. 15 as well as future jazz and ballet shows.

The additional space in the auditorium will add a new dimension to Providence College as a cultural center. Someday PC will have a theater of its own. In the meantime, Harkins Hall is a temporary solution to the problem of where to hold theater productions.

"Next year we hope to have more music and fine arts projects in the auditorium," plans Garrity. "The bottom line is that things are getting better and there is a positive feeling among faculty and students in the theater program."

The department hopes to put new seats in the auditorium and add lighting equipment.

PLACEMENT WORKSHOPS GET INVOLVED!

The Placement Service at the Counseling and Career Planning Center is sponsoring workshops to assist seniors in self-assessment, the mechanics of the bidding system, resume writing, and interview techniques. Undergraduates are also encouraged to attend in order to facilitate their career planning process. The workshops are designed to make the job search of ALL MAJORS more informative and productive.

Workshops have already begun and will be held on a continuing basis. We strongly urge students to become informed by getting involved. Group support and peer feedback to extremely necessary for students and at times may be more valuable than individual appointments. Additional sessions will be forthcoming for students who have been unable to attend past workshops.

Some of these will include:

**ORIENTATION TO PLACEMENT SERVICES AND THE BIDDING SYSTEM**

How the point-bid system works for seniors; the on campus recruitment program; establishing a credential file; library resources; self-assessment.

**TRANSFERRING LIBERAL ARTS STRENGTHS TO CAREER QUALIFICATIONS**

(Undergraduate may also find this useful)

Identifying and describing strengths, accomplishments, skills, self development options; matching strengths to the job market.

**WRITING AN EFFECTIVE RESUME**

Addressing some resume myths; how to highlight strengths and qualifications to employers.

**PRACTICING FOR YOUR JOB INTERVIEW**

Preparing for job interviews; contributing as a partner to the interview process, communicating current and development strengths, competence and motivation to employers.

It is important that students of ALL MAJORS plan to attend workshops and get involved in placement activities. They are not solely for business majors. We can assist you in defining career options and implementing goals.

In addition to workshops, there are a number of school representatives and career presentations scheduled. Take advantage of these opportunities to gather information relating to your professional goals and job campaign.

We look forward to seeing ALL MAJORS at upcoming workshops and presentations. The recruiting season is just beginning. It is NOT TOO LATE to get involved. Watch the Cowl for further information.
Students Hanging Up On Burt Reynolds Phone Scam

(CPS) — Burt Reynolds may want you to have his baby, as the ads for his new movie suggest, but he does not want you to have his telephone credit card numbers.

College students, according to various Bell System officials and campus observers, finally seem to have picked up the message. In the early days of the phenomenon, there were numbers of people, who have tried to make calls using the actor's credit card numbers, reports Dan Birch, an editor at the student paper at Canisius College in New York. "But they seem to be laying off now." They're scared of what may happen if they're caught.

Security specialist B. Foster of Pacific Bell across the country also notes "the calls have definitely tapered off." But not an apparently sizable number of college students around the country spent much of September using one of two credit card numbers allegedly belonging to Reynolds. Calls went to distant places and the busiest, Saudi Arabia, creating a bill some estimate may be in the millions, and raising the possibility of a huge corporate fine of the Bell System.

Reynolds denies he issued the credit card numbers. He disclosed the credit card numbers only after being notified of an advertisement in the New York Times. Reynolds supposed that the long-distance phone offenders in authorizing card and allegedly had been informed by New England Telephone, Reynolds, the Times, Johnny Carson and AT&T. "I don't say it's not tape," he dryly observes. "Bell officials are unable to determine how it was achieved," he says a business staffer at the Pacific Bell security manager. "I don't know how it happened, but it's definitely a nationwide thing," says Pacific Bell's chief of the Telephone in Los Angeles. "Some people even claim they read it in the Wall Street Journal."

"Needless to say, (Reynolds) isn't happy about it at all." It's a real problem for us," says Western Bell's security manager. "We're doing our best to make it clear to the offenders that this is definitely a punishable offense." Correct federal law subjects long-distance phone offenders to fines of up to $10,000 and/or one year in prison.

"The calls have definitely tapered off," says Pacific Bell's Foster. "Some college papers have helped us by noting the potential penalties involved."

"We've been flooded with calls from students since we printed the fact that what they've been doing is a criminal offense," says news editor Jenny Abdo at the Daily Texan in Austin. "They keep asking 'What am I going to do? I don't want to go to jail.'"

Burt may have defused the two credit numbers that had circulated. "One of my friends tried it yesterday, and it didn't work," says a business staffer at the Daily Northwestern in Evanston, Illinois. Bell's Johnston blames the continuing hoax on "the late sixties movement among America's underground and college press, many of which instructed people how to steal from the phone company. That and publicity from the general media helped keep this kind of scam going.

"I don't know how anyone with intelligence could believe such a thing. It's such a simple fraud in the first place," he laments.

Burt Reynolds Phone Scam

Sign up for Jeane Dixon's horoscopes-by-phone.

Diane E. Childs

New Coordinator Named For Alumni Activities

Before joining the PC staff, Miss Childs served as an Exploring Executive for the Narragansett Council of Boy Scouts of America, where she managed the statewide career education program.

Miss Childs is a member of both the Rhode Island Career Education Association, and Working Women of Rhode Island.

Call Jeane Dixon's Horoscopes-by-Phone:

"You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows, that one call might just make your day.

Aries (March 21-April 19) — Call 1-212-976-5909
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — 1-212-976-5353
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — 1-212-976-5529
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — 1-212-976-5309
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — 1-212-976-6301
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — 1-212-976-6262

1st Min. Extra Min.
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm 30c 37c
Saturday 8 am-11 pm 30c 37c
Sunday 8 am-5 pm 30c 37c

These rates apply on calls placed to your residence, or operator, involved, from the Providence area.

A service of Horoscopes-by-Phone, Inc.

New England Telephone
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No Alcohol’s Okay!

An Open Letter: Support World Hunger Day

We address this letter to you in order to inform you of an opportunity to celebrate a more fulfilling Thanksgiving season in 1981. The extent of chronic malnutrition in the world today is difficult to measure, but the World Bank estimates that as many as 15 to 20 million people die each year from hunger related causes. That number of deaths is comparable to the loss of life in the most devastating wars in human history. Malnutrition takes its greatest toll among children, pregnant women, the old and the weak. An estimated 75 percent of those who die from malnutrition each year are children. This misery need not exist in a world of plenty. There are solutions. On Friday, Oct. 16, at Midland Mall, World Food Day was observed. Clubs and organizations throughout the country mobilized various activities for both fundraising and educational purposes.

Nov. 16, one month later, is the date on which Providence College will sponsor its own "World Hunger Awareness Day" in "64 Hall. Lectures and entertainment will be offered and films will be shown. In addition, representatives of various organizations will be present for any questions you may have. The Hall will be open throughout the afternoon and evening, and the agenda of the days activities is for the coming forthcoming. PLEASE MAKE IT YOUR BUSINESS TO ATTEND — that world of hunger and malnutrition is not as far away. It exists right here in the United States.

Thanksgiving is a time of giving, special observance of the "lucky" that we really do live in relative to the majority of mankind. But your most precious commodity is your time. Please join us at our next meeting on Thursday, Oct. 22, at 6 p.m., in Aquinas Lounge. We welcome any suggestions concerning fundraising or educational ac­

Wanted VP For Academic Administration

At the end of this academic year, Dr. Thomson will then relinquish his position as the vice president of academic admin­istration to a yet unknown successor.

Father Peterson explained that the preliminaries for the search for Dr. Thomson’s successor, has already been under­way. It is necessary to ascertain the most highly qualified individual for this position. One with a Ph.D., several published books or articles, and a nationwide recognition as a matter in his discipline would be highly desirable. Naturally, the most ef­fective way of attracting such candidates is through nationwide advertising.

Such an open, professional search is customary of most colleges and universities today to fill important administrative positions. This would eliminate the need to discuss candidate qualification with various com­mittees on an individual basis.

There can be no argument that it is not easy to ascertain the most highly qualified individual for this position. One with a Ph.D., several published books or articles, and a nationwide recognition as a matter in his discipline would be highly desirable. Naturally, the most ef­fective way of attracting such candidates is through nationwide advertising.
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By Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON - One of the

biggest controversies in the

resistance to the idea of

AWACS planes is that their

radar technology can be

used for military purposes.

However, there is another

reason for opposing them:

They are expensive.

The United States has spent

over $1 billion on AWACS

planes, but the cost keeps

rising. In fact, the planes are

expected to cost twice as

much as initially estimated.

Many people also argue that

the purchase of AWACS

planes is a waste of money,

since the United States already

has many other military aircraft.

Opponents of the AWACS

program argue that the money

could be better spent on other

military programs, such as

defensive measures or

advance research.

But some supporters of the

AWACS program argue that

the planes are necessary for

national security.

The debate continues as
decisions about the future of

the AWACS program are

made. The cost of the planes

and their potential for military

use are just two of the many

issues that need to be

considered.

---

Jack Anderson

JACK ANDERSON and JOE SPEAR

WEEKLY SPECIAL

---

Soviets already know all there is to AWACS

States the confidential Pentagon document is safe to assume that the Sovi

et Union is a nation with a large number of defense specialists who are

determined to outdo the United States in every way. They are said to have

been studying AWACS for years, and their leaders are said to be aware of all

its secrets. The document, which was declassified in 1981, states that the

Russians have been following the United States' every move since the

AWACS program began. It is estimated that the Russians have spent

billions of dollars on their own AWACS programs, which are said to be

equivalent in capability to those of the United States.

---

Jack Anderson

Weekly Special

---

Babies, Dollars, and the Reagan Administration

In May the United Nations World Health Organization voted to ban advertising of infant

formula that tends to discourage breast feeding. The main concern was for the health of babies in the

Third World, where mothers have often been persuaded to use formula to the detriment of their

infants. The vote was 118 to 1. The United States cast the only vote

against the resolution. Here are some of the facts concerning the American decision to cast the

negative vote:

a) Although the Departments of State and Health and Human Services recommended that we

obtain President Reagan (or his closest associates) ordered the negative vote.

b) Two top officials of the U.S. Agency for International Development resigned in protest

of their country's vote. They were

Stephen C. Joseph, a pediatrician

and the Agency's highest-ranking

health expert, and Eugene Babo,

AID's Deputy Assistant Ad

ministration for Food and Nutrition. Dr. Joseph said,

"What is at stake is whether this

country will be vigorous in

health-care facilities protect

babies from infection. In all

other settings, every study that

has been done shows that for-

mula-fed babies have higher

death rates than breast fed

babies. Good sanitation and

frequent hand-washing is the
cure for many infections.

---

Richard Meisler

THIS

LEARNING WORLD

by Dr. Richard Meisler

---

Letters

Dear Editor:

It seems to me that it is

inherently wrong with a campus

that imposes an unfair

discipline code on its students.

We all know and have heard

about the various problems

brought to PC by the elevated

drinker age in Rhode Island.

From the many complaining

telephone calls to The Cowl, of

which mine is a part, to the

pathetic groups of freshmen

wandering through campus

and waving their hands

offering drinks to unsuspecting

freshmen.

Golden Age. Also, I realize the

necessity of certain rules that

must be enforced in accordance

with this. But as of late, a few

incidents have occurred that

were not planned.

One such was last Friday night

to a freshman on my floor. This

girl made the silly mistake of

leaving her door open while she

was sitting in her room. It is not

being drunk that night, she had

been drinking the whole night

and was using as a vase. Un

fortunately for her and her

roommates, there was a large

blooming flower in the air and

her room, and it Stalag 13???

---

Copyright, 1981

James Printer Company, Inc.

---

Page 7
Babies

(Continued from Page 7)

Here are some facts about the marketing and use of infant formula in Third World countries:

a) Advertising has often been designed to persuade women that formula feeding is more modern and healthy than breast feeding.

b) Direct sale to mothers has often been done by nurses or people dressed in white to look like health-care professionals. Some of these salespeople have been paid on a commission basis.

c) Many of the people persuaded to use formula do not have the pure water or the refrigeration facilities required to use it correctly. Often they are too poor to buy sufficient amounts, and they dilute the formula too much, leading to infant malnutrition. Also, they may not be able to read well enough to follow the printed instructions on the packages.

d) In many cases mothers have tried to use formula but have encountered problems. Sometimes they had stopped lactating and then it was too late to return to breast feeding, which would have been better for their babies.

Here are some facts about the infant formula code that the United States voted against:

1. The code consists of a series of recommendations for countries in control advertising of infant formula. Each country’s participation would be voluntary. The code did not attempt to bind nations into obligatory action.

2. The code recommends that countries ban advertising of formula that discourages breast feeding.

3. The code also recommends prohibiting the distribution of free samples to pregnant women, forbidding direct sales to mothers, and restricting the content of labels.

4. Most manufacturers of infant formula have said that the recommendations are reasonable, and that they have been following most of them in recent years anyway.

Here is a question about this episode:

Are you proud of your country’s behavior in this matter?

Business

(Continued from Page 5)

Coding the FAA might have replaced strikers with college graduates, who are notoriously reluctant to join unions. Motzell points out that PATCO (Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization) “was not originally a union. They were strictly a professional organization, which is probably the way it should have been all along. They didn’t play according to the rules.”

Besides, he claims, “If you have someone with a college degree, he has more options in his career. More growth potential. This would relieve much of the hostile, dead-end bitterness that exists now within the air traffic control system.”

Motzell knows of no other university similarly contacted by the FAA to imitate a training program.

When asked about the FAA-Embry-Riddle negotiations, a PATCO spokeswoman admits, “This is the first I’ve heard about it. If they’re attempting a replacement program, it’ll have to be a big one. They have to replace 12,000 people.”

Seniors, Juniors!

School Representatives from the following schools will be visiting PC in the coming weeks. Take advantage of this opportunity to get realistic information about your future educational plans and options. These are informational meetings and are not a formal part of the application process. Casual dress is appropriate.

OCTOBER 22
University of Connecticut MBA Program

OCTOBER 23
American University Law School

OCTOBER 27
Pace University MBA Program

OCTOBER 28
University of Notre Dame Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

OCTOBER 28
California Western Law School

OCTOBER 30
Harvard University Law School

You are invited to the following career presentations. Be sure to come. And bring a friend!

Employer Presentations

Students from all majors and all years are invited.

OCTOBER 26
CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
4:00 p.m. — ’64 Hall

OCTOBER 28
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE COMPANY
7:00 p.m. — ’64 Hall

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME AT THE COUNSELING & CAREER PLANNING CENTER — SLAVIN 210
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Oktobefest 1981: Sardines In Slavin

By Linda Zaccardo

An air of excitement surrounded the night as students, faculty, and visitors gathered for the traditional Oktobefest celebration. With the traditional “Choo Choo” ring, over 2,000 people formed a rather intimate crowd which populated both Upper and Lower Slavin Center. The semi-formal atmosphere was evident as the locals mingled and the socializing all worked together to create a festive mood.

As questions were asked about the event, Father Patrick Altieri, the event coordinator, for Oktobefest, replied, “It has a special appeal because the students seemed to have enjoyed the more formal social as a change. In the 19th century, many happy marriages were the result of casual mixers, while many happy memories from the past were cherished by faculty. The Briar Leonardo Center and the Rhode Island Islanders in the USA and in an emergent crowd to the dance floors. The Oktobefest began 10 years ago. It was originally associated with the inauguration of Father Peterson as president of the College. Alumni have been returning on this occasion ever since for the purpose of annual reunions.

The Chateaux of the Loire Valley are in a unique location. They are spaced along a section of the river and are surrounded by the Loire Valley. During the Middle Ages this spot was famous for its wines and for the wine and its convenient navigability. The castles were converted to apartments for the year. In the 15th century, the architects created a scene in which words rarely do justice. Nobles first built these structures for the protection. The squarish towers served as dungeons. The later additions of round towers was due to the influence of Eastern architecture. In the 18th century, the castles were converted to residences used by the kings who wanted to get away from the busy streets. The next day, Friday the 21st, we will not see October 19, we will not see the chimneys of the new and old. The Loire Valley is a magnet for everyone in the group.” Bier,” “Wurst.” and “Bratwurst were everywhere, and the traditional Oktoberfest food was enjoyed by the group. Each of these songs spoke French, everyone learned a little German in our two day sojourn.

In all the “best laid plans of mice and men” a few things go wrong in two directions that never meet, plus 36 towers — one for each year of the year, of course, overlooking a private woods. Whitewashed walls were the only possible to exist “in these wonderful days of yeare” is still quite real and preserved in the Loire Valley.

As for the city itself, it is a never ending drama. Like a soap opera but it is PC’s tradition and this year’s schedule of events is certainly well worth a visit. You know, King Kong or Miss Piggy would probably be tons of fun. Everyone’s a garden in their own backyard. One man’s succulent plum is another’s shriveled prune and vice versa. Some fruits are almost overcome with anxiety. By Thursday, November 19, nothing will be left but the pits.

Scribbling From Fribourg

By Patrick O’Neill

Anticipation. Excitement. These have been the key words for the last 4 years. A group of students involved in the Providence-In Fribourg exchange program left farewell to parents and friends in Providence. The program director in Europe, had pre­pared for such a contingency of exhaustion. Thus we took a bus ride to Lindau, a quiet German town on the Bodensee, or Lake Constance.

Friday, the group once again filed into the bus for the final stop on our journey, Fribourg. A briefly clear sky at departure allowed a tantalizing glimpse of the Alps. We passed through the border to Austria with little delay, and shortly after, through the Austrian-Swiss border. Some of us were greeted with increasing rain as we entered Switzerland. But the mountains and clouds close by provided a fine greeting.

Arrival in Munich was not as grand as we had expected. A constant rain obscured all view of the city, and soaked our luggage, the bus, and all of us. But it will not be said that rain could stop American college students. Besides touring the various sights in Munich, the Oktobefest proved to be a magnet for everyone in the group. Bier,” “Wurst.” and “Brot” were everywhere, and the traditional Oktoberfest food was enjoyed by the group. Each of these songs spoke French, everyone learned a little German in our two day sojourn.

Since most people had not adjusted to a five hour time lag, and with late night Oktoberfest activities, everyone was exhausted by Wednesday night. Brother Bangs, the program director, had pre­pared for such a contingency of exhaustion. Thus we took a bus ride to Lindau, a quiet German town on the Bodensee, or Lake Constance.

Friday, the group once again filed into the bus for the final stop on our journey, Fribourg. A briefly clear sky at departure allowed a tantalizing glimpse of the Alps. We passed through the border to Austria with little delay, and shortly after, through the Austrian-Swiss border. Some of us were greeted with increasing rain as we entered Switzerland. But the mountains and clouds close by provided a fine greeting.

Arrival in Munich was not as grand as we had expected. A constant rain obscured all view of the city, and soaked our luggage, the bus, and all of us. But it will not be said that rain could stop American college students. Besides touring the various sights in Munich, the Oktobefest proved to be a magnet for everyone in the group. Bier,” “Wurst.” and “Brot” were everywhere, and the traditional Oktoberfest food was enjoyed by the group. Each of these songs spoke French, everyone learned a little German in our two day sojourn.

Various events are certainly well worth a visit. You know, King Kong or Miss Piggy would probably be tons of fun. Everyone’s a garden in their own backyard. One man’s succulent plum is another’s shriveled prune and vice versa. Some fruits are almost overcome with anxiety. By Thursday, November 19, nothing will be left but the pits.

Well, what are the main characteristics you are looking for? Is it physical attractiveness, intellectual, athletic prowess, popularity, a good personality, a friendly smile or just any living presence? Without meaning to beat a dead horse, it is October 31 and many will still face the JHR date dilemma.

The timeclock ticks tediously away. Sam and Sue are no longer dating. Sally never was. Tim has his eye on Jane who has been intimidated with Joe since freshmen year. Senior studs are afraid to answer the phone while Francie Frob is torn between two prospects. It not only sounds like a soap opera but it is PC’s own version of As The Calendar Tums. Sure the dates are slipping by and with each crumpled piece of paper bearing another futile October day in big black over­shadowing letters, the apeman or woman in your philosophy class no longer appears so unappealing.

After all, it’s only $67, who cares who you go with? I mean $67 is only enough to keep yourself well nourished and happy in your off campus apartment for the next three weeks. It’s only enough to pay that phone bill hovering over your head since freshmen year. Or enough to do your Christmas shopping and still have some left over for a pitcher in the Rais. If you are a person of splitting a bed by some mystical miracle, it would be just about enough to put down a payment on a potato sack for Thursday night or enough to get your suit cleaned and buy new socks and a tie to match.

But as the days go by, “Who cares about the money, I just need a date” echoes nervously throughout Harkins hallways. Slavin Center and the infamous Last Resort. After all, Ring Weekend is a Providence College tradition and this year’s schedule of events is certainly well worth a bid. You know, King Kong or Miss Piggy would probably be tons of fun.

Everyone’s a garden in their own backyard. One man’s succulent plum is another’s shriveled prune and vice versa. Some fruits are almost overcome with anxiety. By Thursday, November 19, nothing will be left but the pits.
**Capricorn. The Last Resort's**

seriously. Use better judgement on. Always remember, work The pressure of mid-terms is still way to you this week. Be thank­

happy. find yourself invigorated and had. Take part in a sport. You'll find yourself that you didn't know you discover an inner confidence in

friend. Find one!

You're shy but try to overcome it. Get out and enjoy this weekend. Be a little daring. Your efforts will be rewarded. You have an insatiable desire for a friend. Find one!

**Libra**

You're a rational person. Don't let a lot of complicated problems boggle your mind. Take them on one step at a time. Take a break and treat yourself to an ice cream or some pizza.

**Scorpio**

Don't be so sarcastic, people are beginning to take you seriously. Use better judgement in difficult situations.

**Taurus**

You're strong Taurus, but too many nights at the frat can weaken anyone. Buckle down this week and catch up on all the work that's been piling up.

**Aries**

You yearn for the simplicity of the old days. Satisfy that need and take a trip to Sterling Village this Saturday. The hectic days are almost over. Be patient!

**Cancer**

Your outgoing personality will serve you well this week. Slip into Mural Lounge for a midnight snack. Something special is on the way, you can feel it in the air. Keep your hopes up!

**Sagittarius**

Your changing opinions are disturbing many people. Stick to your first impressions. Broaden your horizons and take in Thursday night's miniconcert.

**Capricorn**

You're a real comedian. Capricorn. The Last Resort's neste creature "Fatso" is up your ally. People enjoy your company and cherish your sense of humor.

**Pisces**

Your playful and energetic spirit will come in handy this week. A fast game of racquetball is just what you need. Keep your spirits up and don't be discouraged by mid-terms.

**Gemini**

This is a good week to head into downtown Providence. You may find something special in the Arcade. Send a letter to an old friend, you'll get one in return.

**Virgo**

You're shy but try to overcome it. Get out and enjoy this weekend. Be a little daring. Your efforts will be rewarded. You have an insatiable desire for a friend. Find one!

---

**Dear R&P:**

I have known this guy at PC for over two years now and we have been best friends. He's always there when I need him and he understands my problems. Now I want to be more than friends. Important social events are in the near future and I can't think of a better date. Should I tell him I want more than friendship or have things be? Confused

Dear Confused.

Does your friend have anyone special in his life now? If not, then go ahead and tell him you'd like to go with him to those social events. Maybe something good will come of it. See what his reactions are and what he acts like.

In other words, play it by ear—after all, you wouldn't want to ruin your friendship if you should attack him and he didn't want you to! It could happen that he might start to like you as more than a friend after those social events are over! Good Luck!

R&P

Dear R&P,

My roommate's boyfriend is constantly in the room. Believe it or not he even stays after parietals. I feel that I have absolutely no privacy. Should I confront her with this? I'm afraid that a confrontation might ruin the relationship that we have. I don't want her to have to choose between the two of us. Please help!

Three's a crowd

Dear Crowd.

If your roommate truly cared about your "relationship" with her, then she wouldn't abuse your privacy by having her boyfriend over constantly. Also, having him stay even after parietals shows that she doesn't have any consideration or respect for you—not to mention if she ever got caught, you'd have a fine to pay, too!

It's a tough situation, but, you should confront her and tell her how you feel. If she's a true friend she'll listen, respect your feelings, and do something about it. If she's not worth living with—ask for a room change!

R&P

Please send any letters to R&P, care of Friars Box No. 286.

---

**Hospital Trust.**

Serving the Providence College Community.

As a member of the faculty, staff or student body of the Providence College Community, you are within minutes of our nearby Hospital Trust branch.

On campus or off, all over the state, there's a Rhode Island Hospital Trust branch prepared to serve all your banking needs:

- Checking Accounts
- NOW Accounts
- Savings Accounts
- Visa/Master Card
- Consumer Loans
- Home Mortgage
- Trust Services

Our FREE Plus Banking Card gives you round-the-clock access to your accounts through our Automatic Teller Machines located in sixteen of our thirty-six branches.

And, to meet the special banking needs of college students, we offer a specifically tailored package of basic banking services called the College Student Services Plan. To know everything a college student over needs to know about personal banking, pick up a plan brochure at any one of our offices.

We're proud to be a part of the Rhode Island educational community and we're eager to serve you.

Student, faculty or staff member, stop in and find out why...

You feel better banking at Hospital Trust.

Deposits insured up to $100,000. Member F.D.I.C. Equal Opportunity Lender.

---

**Creative Corner**

Reunion

They fell into a lazy love of soft sunlight and crisp sheets—

baby powdered bodies fresh with each other's ease and the familiarity of eyes and limbs—

hot cocoa after paddle jumping.

She rested about him as on a cloud plucked from the sky and fluffed into a pillow case, He blowing kisses of feathers and butterflies.

All was a light breeze, a cool warmth, a stretching and alighting of two bodies in a long, nappy yawn

Sandra Jeanne Deryck
Last Thursday night, the Coffeehouse at the Last Resort came alive with acoustic-country rock played by the band Beat Feat. Though the crowd remained small for the first set, Beat Feat managed to stay up and spread their music throughout the room. By 10 p.m., when people were studying for mid-terms had enough of the noise and wanted something more exciting, Beat Feat was drawing quite a crowd fed by their own dates because they took the time to find out what makes people in this college town tick. The band also put on a good show. By 10 p.m., the beat was pounding and a non-alcoholic atmosphere was present. Beat Feat projects a dynamic stage personality and put on a good show. The 53-year-old poet and prose writer of Harvard and Oxford and taught English for 15 years at the University of Michigan. Mr. Hall has spent the last of his new book, "Kicking the Leaves," and claims -that he can say "rantish" as well as any native!

In closing, Donald Hall ended the poetry reading with a recent elegy to his friend and fellow poet James Wright of Ohio and a tribute to the Chinese family entitled "O Cheese" from his new book, "Kicking the Leaves." It is an elegy to the Chinese family entitled "O Cheese" from his new book, "Kicking the Leaves." It is an elegy to the Chinese family and it was the last of his new book, "Kicking the Leaves," and claims that he can say "rantish" as well as any native!

The next reading has been scheduled for December 1 when local PC poets will read.
THE B.O.G. News

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21
THE FILM COMMITTEE PRESENTS
"THE KING AND I" AND
"THE PHILADELPHIA STORY"
DOUBLE FEATURE AT THE LAST RESORT
ONE SHOW ONLY
8:00 P.M.
PRICE $1.00

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 23

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
TRAVEL COMMITTEE PRESENTS
"ATRIPTOSTUBBRIDGEVILLAGE"
10:30-4:30
PRICE $5.50
TICKETS ON SALE IN B.O.G. OFFICE

THE LAST RESORT SOCIAL
MUSIC PROVIDED BY WDOM

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
CONCERT COMMITTEE PRESENTS
A MINI CONCERT FEATURING
"B. WILLIE SMITH"
IN '64 HALL
SHOWS AT 8:00 AND 10:00
TICKETS ON SALE THURSDAY
OCT. 22, FOR $3.50
$4.00 AT THE DOOR

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
"MAKING IT ON THE EAST COAST"
STRIVING AND THINKING AT TWO SCHOOLS
(A comparison of student life-style and expectations at Providence and Princeton)
John B. Davis, O.P., Ph.D.
Asst. Prof., Philosophy, formerly Chaplain of Princeton

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27
COFFEE HOUSE FEATURING
MARY-ELLEN WESTDYK AND CARL SAURBRUNN
AT THE LAST RESORT — 9:00-12:00

WANTED:
STUDENTS WITH CARPENTRY SKILLS
TO INSTALL WOOD PANELING IN LAST RESORT EARN CASH $ PLEASE LEAVE NAME & NUMBER IN B.O.G. OFFICE
WHAT COULD THE ARMY POSSIBLY OFFER A BRIGHT PERSON LIKE YOU?

Drop your guard for a minute. Even though you're in college right now, there are many aspects of the Army that you might find very attractive. Maybe even irresistible.

See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US
You read it right.
The Army's Health Professions Scholarship Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab fees, even microscope rental during medical school.

Plus a monthly stipend that works out to about $6,000 a year.

After you're accepted into medical school, you can be accepted into our program.

Then you're commissioned and you go through school as a Second Lieutenant in the Army Reserve.

The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate, you give the Army a year as a doctor for every year of sponsorship, with a minimum obligation of three years service.

INTERNSHIP RESIDENCY & CASH BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, the Army also offers AMA-approved first-year post-graduate and residency training programs.

Such training adds no further obligation to the scholarship participant. But any Civilian Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the Army gives you a one-year obligation for every year of sponsorship, with a minimum obligation of two years service.

But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every year you're paying back medical school or post-graduate training.

So you not only get your medical education paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And it's a challenge to live up to.

Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of professionalism, regarded as a critical member of the Army Medical Team.

A BSN degree is required. And the clinical spectrum is almost impossible to match in civilian practice.

And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll enjoy more respect and authority than most of your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's privileges.

Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE - TUITON-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances. You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses and courses in many clinical specialties.

On the Army. While these programs do not cost you any money, most of them do incur an additional service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you're about to get your law degree and be admitted to the bar, you should consider a commission in the Judge Advocate General Corps. Because in the Army, you get to practice law right from the start.

While your classmates are still doing other lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you could have your own cases, your own clients, in effect, your own practice.

Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States Army. With a chance to travel and make the most of what you've worked so hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you're too late for a 4-year scholarship, there are 3-, 2-, and even 1-year scholarships available.

They include tuition, books, and lab fees. Plus $300 a month living allowance. Naturally they're very competitive. Because besides helping you towards your degree, an ROTC scholarship helps you towards the gold bars of an Army Officer.

Stop by the ROTC office on campus and ask about details.

UP TO $170 A MONTH
You can combine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army ROTC and get between $7,000 and $14,000 while you're still in school.

It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program. You get $120 a month as an Advanced Army ROTC Cadet and an additional $70 per month (seargent's pay) as an Army Reservist.

When you graduate, you'll be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant, but not necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.

You also get paid for your Reserve duty. It comes out to about $1,100 a year for one weekend a month and two weeks annual training.

And now we have a special program to help you fit the Army Reserve around your school schedule.

It's worth a look.

A SECOND CHANCE AT COLLEGE
Some may find college to be the right place at the wrong time for a variety of reasons. The Army can help them, too.

A few years in the Army can help them get money for tuition and the maturity to use it wisely.

The Army has a program in which money saved for college is matched two-for-one by the government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous bonus is added to that.

So 2 years of service can get you up to $15,200 for college. 3 and 4 years up to $20,100.

In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.

Add in the experience and maturity gained, and the Army can send an individual back to college a richer person in more ways than one.

We hope these Army opportunities have intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright person like you.

For more information, send the coupon.

Please tell me more about: □ AM Medical School and Army Medicine. □ AN the Army Nurse Corps. □ AL Army Law. □ FR ROTC Scholarships. □ SS Army Reserve Bonuses. □ PC Army Education Benefits.

Note: To insure receipt of information requested, all blanks must be completed.

Send to: ARMY OPPORTUNITIES. PO. BOX 300. NORTH HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 91603. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. ARMY.
Ladies' Soccer Tie Stonehill

By Christine Merle

Last Saturday the Lady Friar's soccer club, coached by juniors Ann Wendel and Vin Gulisano, tied the varsity soccer team from Stonehill, 2-2. The club now has a record of 4-2-1. Earlier in the season PC had lost to the same Stonehill team.

After the first half the Lady Friars were down by two goals. PC sophomore Lynn McDermott scored the first goal off a pretty corner kick by freshman Karen Joyce. Despite a disappointing second half, the Lady Friars had picked up momentum.

The second PC goal came in the middle of the second half as freshman Karen Joyce took the shot off a break away. Karen and Lynn's goals psyched the Lady Friars into playing an impressive second half.

The two five minute overtime periods were offensive ones for both teams. Stonehill came close to scoring, but due to defensive playing by PC, they were stopped in their tracks. Aggressive defense by goalie Kellie Callahan, junior Laura Callahan, sophomore Kathy Zweir made freshman Cathy Zweir make penetration impossible for the women from Stonehill.

Coach Gulisano was pleased with the Lady Friar's performance. "They played a good game and got psyched during the half time. We decided we wouldn't lose to them again."

Even though the Lady Friars were disappointed in the outcome of the game, they are a young team determined to excel in their soccer skills.

Field Hockey Wins Pair, 5-3-2

Led by Paula Monahan's three goals and a sound overall defensive effort, the Lady Friar field hockey team improved its record to 5-3-2 over the past two weeks. The Lady Friars defeated Colby College by a 2-0 score and followed that up with an impressive 3-0 shutout of the University of Maine.

On Sunday, October 11, the Lady Friars traveled to Colby College. It did not take them long to get on the scoreboard as senior captain Paula Monahan scored an unassisted goal just 20 seconds into the contest. In the second half PC netted an insurance goal off a break away. Karen and Lynn's goals psyched the Lady Friars into playing an impressive second half.

After the first half the Lady Friars had picked up momentum. The Lady Friars managed the victory despite being outshot 12-11 by Colby. Goalie Judy Van Schel registered the shutout for the victors.

The following day the Lady Friars played the University of Maine in another away contest. PC played another fine game as they shut down the Maine offense and came away with a 3-0 victory. Both defenses took over in the first half and at half time the contest was scoreless. In the second half the Friars erupted for three goals as they dominated the Maine club.

Paula Monahan scored the first of her two goals in the half to put Providence ahead, Monica Glynn assisted on the goal. Freshman Donna Salvo made an unassisted goal to give the Lady Friars some breathing room. Monahan closed out the scoring on a goal as the final buzzer sounded. Providence played a good game as the final was only required to make five saves in the game. Providence got off 15 shots on the Maine net.

The Lady Friars host the University of New Hampshire today. This Friday the C.W. Post team comes to Providence and on Saturday. PC will play its final home game of the season against the Eagles of Boston College.
Streak Intact at 86
Harriers Outrun 8th Ranked Pennsylvania

By Chris Lydon

It has been said that streaks are made to be broken; in the case of the Providence College Cross Country team, however, this does not appear to be true. THE STREAK is safe for another year, as the Friar harriers ended the dual-meet portion of their season and extended their winning streak 86. Capturing eight of the first twelve places, the team ran to a surprisingly easy 18-41 victory over the eighth ranked Nittany Lions of Penn State.

Placing the team to their eighth victory of the season was sophomore Geoff Smith, who pulled away from teammates Steve Binns and Ray Treacy beyond the three mile mark, finishing the five mile course in 23:23. He set a course record. Binns and Treacy tied for second, crossing the line nine seconds later, with Brendan Quinn fifth in 24:01, and freshman Richard O’Flynn seventh in 24:23.

Over the rolling, all grass course, the Friar harriers followed a pattern by the end of the second mile. A pack of eight PC and three Penn State runners passed the mile in 4:30; where a group of four, Smith, Binns, Treacy and Quinn broke away, gaining two miles in 9.10. Quinn dropped off the pace, and by three miles, the three lead men were thirty yards clear of the rest of the field.

Almost as important as the victory itself was the awesome depth displayed by the top eight Friar runners. Before Penn State’s fifth scoring man had crossed the line, Paul Moloney had taken ninth in 24:31. Charlie Breagy tenth in 24:36, and Jimmy Fallon twelfth in 24:50. Coach Amato was nothing but smiles after watching his team run to a relatively easy win over the team that finished third in the nation last year. Captain Ray Treacy expressed a little surprise at the ease with which the meet was won. “I didn’t expect us to break them as early as we did, I thought we would really have to finish hard over the last mile to pull the meet out.” Treacy added “The way we ran today, it would have been hard for anyone to beat us.” The week before, in a meet at Roger Williams Park in Cranston, the harriers swept to the victory of the season was Hands of Stonehill College football team saw its record slip to 2-4 with a 27-13 loss at the hands of Stonehill College Saturday night.

Stonehill showed that they came to play as they marched 50 yards after the opening kick-off and scored on a 2-yard run. The Friars wasted no time in retaliating as they put together a 70-yard drive that was capped by a 1-yard run by sophomore Jim McLean. The first quarter ended without further scoring.

In the second quarter, Stonehill decided to take the air as they strolled the Friar secondary. The only touchdown of the second quarter came on a Stonehill pass into the end zone. The extra point was missed and Stonehill led at the half, 13-0.

The next scoring came late in the third quarter as PC quarterback Tim Koplin threw an interception that was run back forty yards. Stonehill now led 20-7 at the end of the third.

The Friars couldn’t generate any offense in the fourth quarter against the tough Stonehill defense. A stalled drive by PC led to Stonehill’s third touchdown. On fourth down, PC went to punt and a low snap from center caused punter Jim McLean to fall to his knees. The referee called him down on the 30-yard line, as Stonehill took over and scored a few plays later on a pass.

Late in the game the Friars were driving, but an end zone pass from Mark Dooley to Mike Gould was picked off. The Friars got the ball back and put together their final drive. With two minutes left in the game, freshman John Goggin drove in from the 1-yard line, but with no more time to spare, the clock ran out on the Friars.

Cross-country team’s power for the future: (l-r) Europeans Rich Mulligan, Steve Binns, and Rich O’Flynn, all freshmen, make cross-country at PC look just as promising for the years to come. (Photo by Harry Bruscello)
Over the last two weeks, the Providence College soccer team has played some outstanding soccer. They also have faced four tough opponents. Although all the games did not end in victory, the boaters never said die in any of these matches.

On Oct. 6, during a constant rain storm, the Elis of Yale visited Providence with a respectable ranking of fourth in New England. They led Providence still ranked fourth but with one more game in the loss column, as the Friars upset Yale 2 to 1. Yale scored the first goal 13 minutes into the second half and it looked like the Elis would outlast the Friars. As Yale dominated the first half with a substantial edge in shots on net. However, PC was not about to give up so easily. At 1:20 of the second half, Art Podgorski tied the game with a hard drive from 15 yards out. Ralph D'Andrea and Jay Skelton helped set up this goal which resulted from Ralph's second half, Art Podgorski tied the game with a shot that deflected off the Yale goalie. Goalkeeper Frank Morris also deserved much credit for this win as he kept Yale off the scoreboard with many saves. This victory moved the Friars up to the number five position in the New England Division polls.

PC next played on Saturday afternoon against the number one team in the Division III New England polls. Brandeis. The game remained scoreless until the second half when Brandeis scored three times.

The soccer team next traveled to Amherst to play UMAs in an afternoon game. This game was also scoreless until the 4:05 mark in the first overtime period when Mark Mullins scored. Mullins beat the UMass goalie with a right angle shot on the short side. Frank Morris and his tenacious, defensive-minded teammates kept UMass all the board. Frank made 11 saves.

The Friars wrapped up the last two weeks this past Friday night with a game against Boston College at the Eagles' Alumni Stadium. A crowd of 300 people watched as both teams battled. Both teams had a high edge in the first half as they outscored (1-1) and outshot (1:8) the Friars. Once again solid defensive play kept PC in the game. At 28:21 of the second half, Captain Tony Conte evened the score with a shot that deflected off an Eagle back. The Friars wrapped up the last few weeks this past Friday night with a game against Boston College at the Eagles' Alumni Stadium. A crowd of 300 people watched as both teams battled. Both teams had a high edge in the first half as they outscored (1-1) and outshot (1:8) the Friars. Once again solid defensive play kept PC in the game. At 28:21 of the second half, Captain Tony Conte evened the score with a shot that deflected off an Eagle back. The game was even to 0, 6-0. Another fine match was played by Vicki Govatsos, a freshman from Natick, Mass., chipped Frank Morris looking out the best interest of PC's fences. (Photo by Tom Bastoni)
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